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ELCO TYPE
CONFIDENTIAL

To: Supervisor of Shipbuilding, USN.,
Electric Boat Company,
New London, New Jersey

Subj: Motor Torpedo Boats PT65-684 - Contract Plans and Detail Specifications for

Encl: (h/w)
(A) Two sets of Contract Plans.
(B) Two copies of Detail Specifications.

1. Enclosures (A) and (B) are forwarded for the use of the Supervisor in connection with the subject vessels. The Supervisor is advised that the contractor has been requested to furnish estimates of the cost of the subject vessels on the basis of delivery during a course of a 12 month period beginning 1 July 1944 and ending 1 June 1945 at an approximate rate of five (5) per month. The contractor has been requested to submit the estimates prior to 15 March 1944.

CC: SUPERINTENDENT (without encls)

A. L. Haring
By direction of
Chief of Naval

306
Section 451

C-PT565-624/S1-5(451)
C-PT565-624/S1-5
CONFIDENTIAL

To: Assistant Supervisor of Shipbuilding, USN,
Electric Boat Company,
Bayonne, New Jersey.

Subj: Motor Torpedo Boats PT565-624 (80-Foot Hull) - Contract Plans and Specifications (Hull).

Refs: (a) BuShips Ltr. C-PT565-624/S1-3; PT565-624/S1-5 of 29 Jan. 1944.
(b) BuShips Ltr. C-PT565-624/S1-3(451) of 9 March 1944.

Encl: (R.W.) By Registered Mail.

BuShips No. Title No. & Kind
(A) PT565-30101R-408111 Steering gear assembly 1 V/D & 2 E/Ps.
(B) do. -408112 in boat-
(C) do. -408113 Cabin arrgt.
(D) do. -408114 Bilge drainage system-
(E) do. -408115 Inboard profile, hull construction-
(F) do. -408116 Profile and table of offsets-
(G) do. -408117 Deck arrgt.-

1. The above enclosures, consisting of the contract plans and specifications (hull) for the subject vessels, are forwarded for the use of the Supervisor and that of the prospective contractor, Electric Boat Company, Elco Works, Bayonne, New Jersey.

2. Contract plans and specifications (Machinery) were previously forwarded by references (a) and (b).

3. It is requested that the receipt forms attached to each copy of the specifications be filled in, signed, and returned to the Bureau without a forwarding letter.

4. Additional copies of the specifications will be forwarded upon request.

CC:
516
To: Assistant Supervisor of Shipbuilding, USN, Electric Boat Company, Bayonne, New Jersey.


Encl: (H.W.) By Registered Mail.

Bushine No. Title
(A) PT655-90101E-64138 Arrgt. of machy. - - - - - - 1 V/D & 2 E/Pa.
(B) PT655-90101E-64150 Diagrammatic arrgt. of piping - - - - - - do.

Power System:
(C) PT655-90101E-62163 Deck arrgt. - - - - - - - - - - do.
(D) PT655-90101E-62165 Elementary diagram - - - - - - - - do.
(E) PT655-90101E-62166 List of feeders and mains - - - - - - do.
(F) PT655-90101E-62167 Main distribution panel - - - - - - do.
(G) PT655-90101E-62168 Main engine instrument panel - - - - do.
(H) PT655-90101E-62170 Main engine starting and ignition control panel - - - - - - - - do.

Lighting System:
(I) PT655-90101E-62161 Deck arrgt. and diagram - - - - - - do.
(J) Special Specifications for Machy. for U.S. Motor Torpedo Boats PT655-624 (80 Ft. Hull) and PT655-660 (79 Ft. Hull)
dated 29 Jan. 1944. Serial Nos. 4 to 13 inclusive - - - - 10 copies.

1. The above enclosures, consisting of the contract plans and specifications (Machinery) for the subject vessels, are forwarded for the use of the Supervisor and that of the prospective contractor, Electric Boat Company, Elco Works, Bayonne, New Jersey.

2. It is requested that upon award of contract, the Supervisor transmit to the contractor necessary contract plans and specifications.

3. Copies of contract plans (Machinery) PT655-90101E-64160, and PT655-90101E-62168 and Hull contract information will be forwarded at a later date.

4. It is requested that the receipt forms attached to each copy of the specifications be filled in, signed, and returned to the Bureau without a forwarding letter.

C. M. Bowley
By Direction of
Chief of Bureau